STRATEGIES FOR ACADEMIC SUCCESS (2 CREDITS)
TRDIS – 120 – 001 - (4329) Tu/Th  2:30-3:25
Instructor, Boisen, David, boisend@uwstout.edu

It's smart to navigate college with support!  This class will help you succeed in college through an exploration of intentional college success strategies. Learn about attitudes and behaviors that assist students in succeeding in college. Develop strategies for success in the classroom and engagement in the college community. Specific academic approaches to strategic reading, note-taking, creating study guides and exam preparation will be emphasized.

SEMINAR IN CAREER EXPLORATION (1 CREDIT)
Instructor, Paige Tepp, teppp@uwstout.edu

Decide your future with intention! Are you undecided or unsure about your major? Then this class is for you! Discover – or confirm – your personal interests, skills and values. Explore the programs at Stout that appear to be the best “fit” for! Practical applications include creating your individual career plan from a variety of information sources, based on your individual research. You will learn a lot more about yourself, know more about the careers available, understand the projected job market outlook for these careers, and have a self-designed action plan.

INTERPERSONAL EFFECTIVENESS (3 CREDITS)
Instructor – Charles Krula, krulac@uwstout.edu

Enjoy the benefits of effective communication! Examine challenges of interpersonal communication and relationship development in an increasingly complex society; theoretical approaches to human development and self-esteem are examined; issues and strategies for effective listening, assertion and conflict management are explored. Challenges in intercultural communication are emphasized. Inherent risks and strategies for effective on-line communication are also considered.

Join ASPIRE – Student Support Services! Have access to professional writing support, peer math tutors and academic advisement!